A Fourier transform spectrum has been recorded of a H 2 O/D 2 O vapor mixture in the wavenumber range 16,300 to 22,800 cm −1 using a long path cell. 410 lines of HDO are assigned to the OH stretching overtone bands 5ν 3 , 6ν 3 and 7ν 3 plus combination bands. Assignments for the 6ν 3 and 7ν 3 bands represent the first data for the 006 and 007 states and give band origins of 19,836.88 cm
INTRODUCTION
The visible and near UV overtone spectrum of water vapor is relatively well known from the classic work of Camy-Peyret et al. (1) as well as the more extensive recent work of Carleer et al. (2) and Zobov et al. (3) . The main application of this work is in atmospheric science because water vapor is the primary absorber of sunlight.
Work on the HOD isotopomer is much less extensive. For example, the 005 and 015 states at 16 899 and 18 208 cm −1 (4) (5) (6) are the most highly excited known vibrational energy levels as compared to the 800 level of H 2 O at 25 120 cm −1 (3) . Note that for HOD we adopt the traditional (but non-IUPAC) normal mode notation of ν 1 as the OD stretching mode, ν 2 as the bend, and ν 3 as the OH stretch.
Because H 2 O can have such high abundance in the atmosphere, HOD is also an important atmospheric molecule. HOD can be readily observed in our atmosphere (7) and generally has a higher abundance than many well-known atmospheric molecules such as ozone. For example, if water has a mixing ratio of 1% (common in the troposphere) then HOD would have a volume mixing ratio of about 3 ppm, comparable to the important greenhouse gases CH 4 and N 2 O.
The infrared spectra of HOD were first analyzed by Benedict et al. in 1956 (8) . There has been much additional work since then, most notably by Toth and co-workers. The most recent and complete list of ground state energy levels is by Toth (9 (12) , and 024 at 16 456 cm −1 (6) were the primary bands studied. Hu et al. (13) have measured the 400 band near 12 767 cm −1 also by intracavity laser spectroscopy but they used a Fourier transform spectrometer rather than a spectrograph.
HOD differs from H 2 O in that the three vibrational modes have very different frequencies and there are fewer interactions between modes. In particular, the strongest bands in the visible region are the overtones of the OH stretch and they behave like isolated states (5) . This behavior has made HOD a popu-lar molecule for bond-selective laser chemistry by dissociation (e.g., 14). The lines of the 004 band, for example, were first studied by photoacoustic and photodissociation spectroscopy (14) and then with a pulsed optical parametric oscillator (15) .
While intracavity absorption spectroscopy and other laserbased techniques have a very high sensitivity, direct long path absorption experiments with a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) offer wide spectral coverage and a more precise wavenumber scale. We report here on our FTS measurements of the 005, 006, and 007 bands of HOD in the spectral region 16 300 to 22 800 cm −1 . There have been no previous measurements on HOD reported above 18 350 cm −1 .
EXPERIMENT
The HOD and H 2 O experiments were carried out at the same time (2, 3) . The measurements were made using the Bruker IFS 120 M high-resolution Fourier transform spectrometer of the Laboratoirede Chimie Physique Moléculaire (Université Libre de Bruxelles) coupled to the 50-m base length White-type multiple reflection absorption cell of the Groupe de Spectrométrie Moléculaire et Atmosphérique (Université de Reims). A 450-W xenon arc lamp was used as light source. Two detectors (a Si and a GaP diode) were used to record the spectral region from 10 000 to 30 000 cm −1 . The spectra were recorded at room temperature (18 • C). We used 12 traversals through the cell, giving a total absorption path of 602.32 m. This path was chosen because it maximizes the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the recorded spectra.
A nominal mixture of 42.5% H 2 O and 57.5% D 2 O was introduced into the cell at a total pressure of 9.8 Torr. From the relative amounts of H 2 O and D 2 O added to the cell, we estimate that the proportions of H 2 O/HOD/D 2 O in the cell were about 19%, 47% and 34%, respectively. The spectra were recorded at a resolution of 0.06 cm −1 (15 cm maximum optical path difference) in two overlapping pieces. In the visible-near infrared region (13 100-22 300 cm −1 ), the coaddition of some 2048 interferograms in a total recording time on the order of 12 h resulted in a S/N ratio of 3000. In the blue-near ultraviolet part (17 700 -30 000 cm −1 ) of the spectrum, the coaddition of 4096 interferograms (24 h of recording time) proved necessary to attain a S/N ratio of 2500. A third region was recorded in the near infrared (9 000-15 000 cm −1 ), but the lines were mainly saturated and were not used.
Line positions and other parameters were measured in the near UV and visible spectra using a program called WSpectra developed by Carleer (16) . Each line was fitted with a Voigt lineshape profile convolved by the instrumental function. After correction for the refractive index of air, the lines were calibrated by comparison with our previous water line positions (2, 3 
ANALYSIS
Significant advances have recently been made in the analysis of short wavelength spectra of water by using variational calculations (2, 3). These sophisticated calculations are required for water because of the strong polyad structure and, in particular, the large number of possible mixings within the higher polyads which make the use of methods based on effective hamiltonians difficult to apply. The spectrum of HOD is somewhat different as the isotopic substitution breaks the polyad structure and leads to a much better separation between the vibrational modes. This means that for high-lying states the bright OH stretching overtones are well separated from other vibrational modes and can be analyzed in isolation. Our initial analysis concentrated on assigning transitions to states of v 3 = 5, 6, and 7 by extrapolating rotational constants from lower v 3 overtone states. This method allowed the assignment of many low J transitions. During the course of this work Schwenke (17) updated the previous variational linelist for HOD (18) . Use of this linelist confirmed many of the previous assignments and suggest some candidate transitions with higher rotational excitation. However, this linelist does not extend above 20,000 cm −1 . A second approach was then tested. First a computer program was used to identify all possible transitions between known energy levels ('trivial assignments'). For this purpose we used both our newly-determined energy levels, and those obtained previously (5, 6) . Another program was then written which identified possible assignments based on combination differences. This produced a large number of possible assignments which were then reduced to a managable list of candidates using intensity considerations. Further assignments were made using the same procedure used to confirm the original assignments. However, many possible candidates could not be confirmed in this way and must await further work, probably using an improved linelist.
A total of 410 lines have been assigned to HDO including assignments obtained to the 015 and 024 combination bands. Approximately 150 of these assignments were taken from previous studies (5, 6) . Tables 1 and 2 present our newly assigned transitions for the 6ν 3 and 7ν 3 bands, respectively. These tables also give relative intensities for the different transitions. These assignments, as well as those for the 5ν 3 state and for the combination bands, are given as part of the electronic linelist. The assignments to 005, which were largely performed prior to us becoming aware of the work of Bertseva et al. (5) and therefore independent of it, were found to be in complete agreement. This is probably a manifestation of the fact that HDO is, compared to water, a straightforward system with relatively few vibrational perturbations. Although Bertseva et al.'s coverage of the 005 band is greater than ours we still have some lines and energy levels not reported in that work including transitions to the 14 114 rotational state.
Our new transitions can be combined with the term values obtained by Toth (9) to give energy levels for the vibrationally excited states. Table 3 presents our new levels for the 6ν 3 and 7ν 3 vibrational states. Levels whose energies have been obtained by more than one transition, as denoted by an N value greater than one in the table, have been confirmed by combination differences. In practice we believe even the values for levels with N = 1 are secure. Our energy level calculations show that the band origin for the 6ν 3 
CONCLUSIONS
A long path length Fourier transform spectrum has been recorded for a H 2 O/D 2 O mixture which yielded many lines of HDO in the 5ν 3 , 6ν 3 , and 7ν 3 vibrational bands plus combination bands. Assignments in the 6ν 3 and 7ν 3 bands represent the first data for these highly excited OH stretching states.
The experimental study yielded 1381 lines over a 6000 cm −1 region. So far we have assigned 410 lines definitely to HDO, largely OH overtone stretching transitions. Further progress on the assignment of HDO lines in the spectra must await the calculation of a variational linelist valid over a more extended energy range. Such calculations are significantly more expensive than the corresponding calculations on water because of the loss of symmetry in HDO and also the increase in the number of states caused by deuteration. However the new data obtained here, particularly the vibrational band origins, form important input for spectroscopically determined potentials which, in turn, can be used to compute extensive and reliable linelists. Work on this aspect of the problem is in progress at University College London.
